ZENLIGHT Instructions:
Temple Disassembly and Assembly Inclination

1. DISASSEMBLING THE TEMPLE
A. Place disassembly tool to the stopping point where the trim and the temple meet. Select necessary diameter of the rounded part AC 336 as required.

B. Close the temple and press it through behind the disassembly tool to lever it out.

2. MOUNTING THE TEMPLE
A. Place the sidepart exactly at the opening of the plastic temple. (You may grease the inside of the hinge hook with teflon.)

B. Put the temple on a safe edge of a table and carefully press in the hinge.

2. INCLINATION “SNAP HINGE”
A. Open the temple completely.

B. Hold the lens fixation with the mounting pliers P0023.

C. Fix the temples in the hinge area with thumb and forefinger, and carefully inclinate slowly.